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ANNUAL REPORT 2012–2013 FROM THE CHAIR

I

very much hope that you will offer him your full support at
the AGM, by voting him in, and through the following years
assuming he is elected.
We have had a good year for visits, at least one a month
from April to October, with the exception of snow for the
hyacinth collection. The visit weather has certainly
improved as the year has progressed!
Our AGM this year is again in Fen
Drayton village hall, by popular
request, as the parking and access are
so easy, not to mention the lovely
lunch. Our speaker will be Roger
Mitchell on ‘The post-war fate of the
country house and garden’. Please do
let Alan know if you are coming so
that we can cater for sufficient
lunches.
Our Christmas lecture this year
(6th December 2013) will be at St
Edmunds College where the speaker
will be Dr Twigs Way on ‘The history
of Wrest Park’, and as the festive
refreshments were so successful last
year, we will be repeating them this
year; tickets as usual from Alan
Brown.
The education programme is now
running strongly, with our first
garden apprentice who received a
grant from the Trust getting a full time job at Madingley.
Ann Colbert has done a great job of keeping all the
programmes running including a Scarecrow competition at
Anglesey Abbey in September, and preparing a study day for
March 2014. Our theme for next year’s programme of events
and outings is going to be ‘WWI Legacy on Parks and

love the autumn; as the ornamental grasses start to
mellow into pinks and ambers and the late daisies like
Rudbeckia gigantea refuse to give up and produce masses
of brilliant yellow flowers with striking black cone centres.
Everything seems to be ‘settling’ down, calmer and quieter
than the raucous summer; getting ready to hibernate for
the winter, rest and recuperate, ready
for the spring. I think it is when I
spend most of my garden time just
sitting and looking or reading a book,
no longer worried about weeds or
what to plant for the next flowering
show, as the winter cold will sweep all
the herbaceous vegetation away, ready
for a fresh start.
I have very much enjoyed my two
years as Chair of the Cambridgeshire
Gardens Trust and been fortunate
indeed to have participated in some
fantastic outings, study days and
lectures. Thank you all for your
support as it is you, the members, who
make it all so successful by turning out
come wind, shine or snow! The Council
of Management has agreed that it
would be more sustainable to propose
a three year tenancy for the Chair of
the Trust. We hope that this will
encourage more people to give it a go
and bring new ideas, contacts, outings and suggestions for
the future. David Brown has very kindly agreed to stand as
Chair for the next three years. David is a Chartered
Landscape Architect who runs his own practice from
Impington, Cambridge. He has many years of experience
and lots of lovely new contacts to bring to the Trust. So I
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important gardens. There are going to be some joint working
parties in the future between the Association of Gardens
Trusts and the Garden History Society to try to resolve
outstanding issues and make best use of the resources
available.
Thank you to all the members of the Council of
Management who do a sterling job keeping the Trust
running, interesting, supportive and informative for the
garden lovers of Cambridgeshire.

Gardens’ as 2014 is the centenary of the outbreak of
hostilities in the Great War.
The research team, led by Judith Christie, have completed
their studies into Dovecotes and have produced some really
lovely articles for our Newsletter throughout the year. They
would love to hear from you about ideas for future research.
Conservation is still going through something of an
upheaval with the reduction of the Garden History Society
resource and the Association of Garden Trusts taking up the
mantle of reviewing planning applications that affect

Julia Weaver

BURGHLEY AND MADINGLEY,
HAPPINESS AND ‘HONOR ON BOTH SIDES’
The second of six pieces on Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown (1716–83) and his connections with our county of
Cambridgeshire. Lancelot left his native Northumberland in the spring of 1739, taking ship for Boston where he met
his future wife Bridget Wayet. His rides from Boston to Northampton, then south to the Silverstone lodges of the
Stowe estate, where he started work in February 1741, introduced him to the delectable landscape of north
Huntingdonshire. Bridget Wayet journeyed to Stowe for her marriage to Lancelot in November 1744.

L

give Lancelot profit and happiness through twenty-five years,
but it was on these early visits, when all roads and places
were new to him and he was making his way in all senses,
that in riding north to Stamford Lancelot became familiar
with our landscape. He had started to map his personal
England via familiar places, with friendly onward directions;
he knew Enfield, where Pitt had his first garden, and the
Great Cambridge Road led him on to Royston, where he
picked up the old Ermine Street and entered
Cambridgeshire. He would have noted Wimpole long before
he worked there, and then set off across that sweetly rolling
countryside through Caxton and the Papworths to
Godmanchester. In fine weather England showed no prettier
face, he was an alert and curious traveller (always looking
out for work) and he absorbed the ‘look’ and feel of the
landscape; it was no accident that his parks were hailed as
miniatures of an ideal of lowland scenery.
In the summer of 1756 he visited Cambridge for the first
time, to discuss the making of walks, lawns and a ‘fosse’ for
Sir John Hynde Cotton, 4th Bart. (1719–95) at Madingley Hall.
Lancelot knew Sir John was an influential figure in the
county and intended to please him, but by October and with
no work started Sir John became impatient. He even called
at Lancelot’s house in Hammersmith but Lancelot was not at
home. On 6th October Lancelot sent his apologies, promising
to arrive at Madingley in early November. He set out, late,
but he was taken ill ‘on the Road’, and returning home found
Lance, now aged eight, sick with scarlet fever and little Jack
expected ‘to fall every day’. The sick children, Lancelot
insisted, rendered ‘it next to impossible for me to leave them
till it is got over’.ii His difficulties demonstrate that he was a
good parent, but also that his hard work and even harder
riding of these Hammersmith years put tremendous stress
on their family life. Lancelot had been seriously ill with
pleurisy for months in 1753, and his wife’s nursing had
probably saved his life, but Bridget – or Biddy as he fondly
called her – also suffered losing three infants at birth or soon

ancelot was at Stowe for ten years. He rose to be the
Clerk of Works, responsible for James Gibbs’s Gothic
Temple and other important buildings, the sculpting of
the Grecian Valley and a major portion of the monumental
ha-ha. His time at the most famous garden of the day –
popular for the notoriety of Lord Cobham’s taste in louche
pagan symbolism – made him known to an influential elite,
all keen on ‘improving’, and all wishing him well. Two
habitués in particular, the dynamic Paymaster-General
William Pitt, later earl of Chatham, and the gentlemanarchitect Sanderson Miller inspired the network of
patronage that forwarded Brown’s career.
The Brown family, Lancelot, Bridget, little Bridget aged
five, Lance aged three and the baby Jack, moved to
Hammersmith in 1751. Their house was beside the Thames
on the Mall (but no longer survives); Hammersmith was then
a horticultural mecca of fine gardens, market gardens and
nurseries which supplied the skilled foremen and the plants,
including some of the first Cedars of Lebanon planted in
England, for Lancelot’s ambitious projects. His meeting with
Henry Holland the builder, of Fulham, led to an unofficial
partnership which allowed him to undertake the rebuilding
of Croome Court in Worcestershire, as well as the draining of
the ‘morass’ that was the park. Project Croome was
launched, then along came Petworth and then Burghley;
with the addition of Lord Dacre’s Belhus in Essex it will be
seen that Lancelot was riding out from Hammersmith on all
four points of the compass, making three or four visits to set
up a project and leaving his foreman in charge until he
returned the following spring or autumn. He was soon
complaining that while he was riding in one direction his
men were ‘making mischief’ in another.
Burghley was one of his favourite places, and he wrote
proudly (when excusing himself to Lord Dacre) of having ‘the
alteration of Burleigh and that not only of the Park but of the
house which wherever it is Gothick [Lord Exeter] intends to
preserve in that Stile’.i Lord Exeter’s genial patronage was to
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account, and £100 in 1760, but it appears he had to chase the
rest. A shaky hand, presumably Sir John’s, has marked the
contract ‘never executed nor any other but done upon honor
on both sides & never repented by either’.iii
Brown’s work was not really appreciated by successive
owners of Madingley and it is hard to see that anything but
the lake – made from the existing ‘lowermost of the square
pieces’ of water, or ‘basons’, according to the contract, has
survived.iv However, the curious similarity of forms between
the layout of that ‘wonder of Huntingdonshire’, the Cottons’
ancestral garden at Conington [Fig. 1], and the unfinished
lawn, grove and fragmentary fosse to the north of the Hall at
Madingley [Fig. 2], suggests that Lancelot wished to re-create
former glories for Sir John. That Sir John appreciated the
intention is perhaps evident in the way the Cotton influence
sweetened Brown’s forward path to Great Hallingbury,
Audley End and into Cambridge. It was while he was working
at Shortgrove, south of Audley End, owned by the Cottons
Figure 1. Round Hill, Conington, the grove and the fosse. Reproduced from and let (or just sold?) to Percy Wyndham O’Brien, that
the 1889 1:2500 Ordnance Survey, Huntingdonshire IX.14, from Taylor,
Lancelot met the First Minister, George Grenville, and
Christopher, ‘Sir Robert Cotton and the Round Hill, Conington’,
successfully petitioned for his royal appointment.
Cambridge Antiquarian Society XCII, pp. 201-214, Fig. 2.
afterwards within five years. Their daughter Margaret,
known as Peggy, was born in 1758, always to be her father’s
favourite, and the family was completed with Thomas, born
in 1761.

Jane Brown

At Madingley the contract was dated 16th November
1756, and work started a week or so later. The contract has
interesting details on the construction of the traditional
domed profile of a gravel walk eight feet [2.5 m] wide.
Lancelot’s stipulations are a model of economy of labour and
materials, working in careful stages around the house,
moving and re-using soil, and it transpires, digging ‘a
Pattern’ of the fosse ‘it to be done after & when Sir John
pleases’. The agreed charge was £500 in three instalments; in
1757 £200 is credited in Lancelot’s Drummond’s bank

Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown The Omnipotent Magician, 1716-83 2011;
published in paperback by Pimlico, 2012
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Figure 2. Madingley Hall layout, adapted from recent surveys*.
1. Madingley Hall
2. Church of St Mary Magdalene, lodge and bridge
3. School
A-A Areas of disturbed ground indicating former buildings beside Brown’s
drive and within the line of The View towards Cambridge.
B-B-B Areas of present development
C-C Lawn grove and partial fosse, unfinished but described in Clause 4 of
Brown’s contract 16th November 1756, and reminiscent of Conington.
* An Inventory of the Historical Monuments in the County of Cambridge.
R.C.H.M. England, 1968, p. 176. Cambridge Earthwork Surveys VI, A.E. Brown
and C.C. Taylor, pp. 101-111, Proceedings of Cambridgeshire Antiquarian
Society, LXXXII, 1993
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GREAT OUSE VALLEY:
A PROPOSAL FOR CAMBRIDGESHIRE’S FIRST AONB
Scientific Interest with a rich flora of over two hundred
species. The meadow is also exceptionally beautiful. William
Cobbett in 1822 agreed: ‘by far the most beautiful, meadows
that ever I saw in my life. I think it would be very difficult to
find a more delightful spot than this in the world. To my
fancy (and every one to his taste) the prospect from this
[Huntingdon] bridge far surpasses that from Richmond Hill.’1
A hundred years earlier Daniel Defoe was of the same mind:
‘Here are the most beautiful meadows on the banks of the
River Ouse, that are to be seen in any part of England, and to
see them in the summer season, covered with such
innumerable stocks of cattle and sheep, is one of the most
agreeable sights of its kind in the world.’2

lthough the CGT is primarily concerned with the
designed landscapes of parks and gardens, the wider
landscape as the setting for those parks and gardens
is, of course, highly relevant. This article brings news of an
enterprise concerning the landscape of the Great Ouse Valley
in Cambridgeshire. It is a proposal that the part of the Great
Ouse Valley from Great Paxton to Earith be considered for
designation as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB). A group from neighbouring parishes along the river
have been exploring support for a Great Ouse AONB and have
now been invited to submit their proposal to Natural
England for an initial assessment. The primary criterion for
designation is natural beauty, and this criterion is then
subdivided into various sections covering landscape and
scenic quality, relative wildness and relative tranquillity,
natural heritage features, and cultural heritage features and
associations – that’s in the first instance, there’s much more
after that! But the parishes’ group believe that the area does
indeed meet these criteria; it is of very high value and
deserves to become the first AONB in Cambridgeshire.
Unfortunately the area is not very well known nationally, it
does not have any hills and lofty views, nor have the
perceptions of its beauty been encouraged by a Constable or
a Wordsworth. It is a hidden, flat landscape that requires a
more subtle appreciation.

A

Figure 2. Hemingford Grey House was built in 1697 in the Queen
Anne style for the Vicar of Hemingford Grey, John Allen. It jostles
unashamedly with the modest little medieval parish church for this
prime spot along the river side looking out over the Houghton
meadows.
The earliest house to annex the views of Portholme was
Hinchingbrooke – a nunnery until the Reformation, then
home to the Cromwells and later the Earls of Sandwich. The
extended house with its confetti of crenellations is sited on
(slightly) elevated ground from where the meadow appears
to stretch seamlessly from the gardens and the terrace walk.
Island Hall in Godmanchester, on the eastern side of
Portholme, was built in 1740. This elegant riverside mansion
has enclosed formal gardens which are linked by a chinese
bridge to the gaiety of an island, and then beyond is the
panorama of the meadow. Farm Hall, also in Godmanchester,
was built in 1746 for the Recorder of Huntingdon. It is a
handsome house that is mirrored in its formal canal, flanked
by avenues of poplars, which then gives way to the river and
the wildness of meadow beyond.
Further west at Hemingford Grey is the Manor House
built around 1130. Although it was contained by its moat, it
has a commanding setting by the river in front of the open
expanse of meadows. Barnes House at St Ives is described as
a high status town house, built around 1710 by Joseph
Barnes, a merchant and banker. His house looks towards the
town and the church, but the gazebo looks out over the
meadows and river. Later the Victorian and Edwardian
merchants of St Ives would move themselves out of the town

Figure 1. Wyton Rectory dates from c1840 and has a glorious southfacing position over the Hemingford meadows. Its garden lawns flow
down to large areas of reed bed that are interlaced with channels
from the river; it is not known if these were for drainage or
transport or were garden features.

One of the glories of the Ouse Valley is the sequence of
great flood meadows interlaced with backwaters and
streams along the river. Many notable parks and gardens in
the Ouse Valley have borrowed this meadow landscape as an
extension to their views. The most famous meadow is
Portholme, in a loop of the river near Huntingdon and
Godmanchester though actually in the parish of Brampton.
It is the largest surviving traditionally managed meadow in
the UK; an area of 104 hectares of alluvial flood meadow
which forms 7% of the total UK resource. It is a Site of Special
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occupiers and visitors. The landscape is often assumed ‘to
take care of itself’ but, in the crowded 21st century and with
the rapid development now happening in Cambridgeshire, it
faces an unprecedented level of pressure. The rare heritage
asset of the Great Ouse Valley needs the security of
designation so that its glories can be confidently passed from
this generation to those of the future, for all to enjoy.
If you would like to learn more of this scheme, and
perhaps
offer
your
support,
please
contact:
greatouseaonb@gmail.com

to establish new houses and gardens on the slopes of
Houghton Hill and enjoy southerly views over the whole
valley.
The quest for AONB designation is driven by a perceived
need to protect the Ouse Valley. AONBs, as nationally
recognised designations, are an established way of managing
the very best parts of our natural heritage. Some parts of the
Ouse Valley are already protected – for example by wildlife
designations or Conservation Area status – but most are not
and are vulnerable. The area is currently not regarded as a
coherent whole; it is generally seen as a series of spaces
managed for a single purpose, rather than as an entity. The
area is in desperate need of an overall concept, together with
a management plan, which will allow an holistic approach,
firstly to prevent deterioration – particularly at and from the
margins – and secondly to maintain, improve and develop
the shared, sympathetic use of the area by landowners,
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Bridget Flanagan

SCARECROW COMPETITION 2013

T

Scariest Scarecrow.
The standard of competition was very high indeed but
eventually three winners were selected and the prizes – a £50
cheque to the winning school in each category – were
presented by Lord Fairhaven.
The official winners are illustrated below as follows: Best
Dressed Scarecrow (Fig. 1); Funniest Scarecrow (Fig. 2), and
Scariest Scarecrow (Fig. 3). Congratulations go to the winners
and their schools but our warmest thanks go to all the
schools who came along and entered into the fun of the
event. The spectators and the judges had a great time seeing
all the scarecrow contestants and the feedback we received
from the schools confirmed that the children had had an
equally great time making them! Next time we may need to
enlist the services of Indiana Jones…

his year’s scarecrow competition was held at Anglesey
Abbey with the kind permission and active
encouragement of CGT President, The Lord Fairhaven.
And what an entry there was, with fourteen scarecrows
being entered from nine schools in the county. The
scarecrows were on display in the grounds of Anglesey Abbey
for a full two weeks, from Friday 20th September to Friday
4th October 2013. Each school was allowed up to two entries
and the scarecrows had to withstand the weather for a
period of two weeks, enabling them to be appreciated by as
many visitors and schoolchildren as possible. The moment of
truth came at 2:30pm on Friday 20th September when Lord
Fairhaven himself came to confirm the recommendation of
the two judges, Ann Colbert (Education) and Alan Brown
(Events Secretary). There were three categories for scarecrow
entrants and prizes were awarded under each of the
headings of Best Dressed Scarecrow, Funniest Scarecrow, and

Figure 1. Best Dressed – Offord Primary
School – Grandfather and Grandson, ‘Pass it
on’. Lord Fairhaven with Ann Colbert. Clearly
he really is the best dressed!

Ann Colbert

Figure 2. Funniest – Benwick Primary School
– Minion, made from plastic bottles and
flower pots, so recyclable and eco-friendly.
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Figure 3. Scariest – Shirley Community School,
Chesterton – Mummy (with blood –
presumably not real, but realistic enough!).

THE CGT EDUCATION PROGRAMME
OCTOBER 2013

T

We held our Scarecrow Competition in the third week of
September at Anglesey Abbey. Please see the separate report
of this event. Thanks to Anglesey Abbey and the National
Trust for hosting the competition. Those children who came
along enjoyed the amazing tree-house built by Angus and
Chris, who showed equal tenacity in shepherding their
temporary visitors in the educational wild area of Hoe Fen.
The £50 prizes are appreciated.
For our Bright Futures we did succeed this year in
sponsoring a class at the County Show at Wimpole Hall after
the 2012 event had been rained off.
We are still seeking a further education student studying
garden history in Cambridgeshire for the ‘Research Grant’ so
please do let us know if you know of someone who might
qualify.
Our first garden apprentice, James Drummond who
trained at Robinson College over the past two years, is now
fully employed at Madingley Hall and we wish him every
success in his new position. A school leaver is to be sponsored
again over the next two years and details will be in the next
newsletter. We are also delighted to introduce Katherine
Banarse who has taken a career change from technical
editing to horticulture. Currently self-employed as a
gardener, Katherine also works as a volunteer at The Manor
at Hemingford Grey. Having completed WRAGS (Women
Returners to Amenity Gardening) courses at Capel Manor
and Writtle, Katherine has now embarked on further theory
at Churchill College for two days each week and has accepted
our offer of free membership and attendance at events over
the coming two years. Let’s hope she finds time to join us.
For next year’s study day we have booked the same venue
and caterers as before, since our study days have been so well
received on previous occasions. The date for your diary next
year is 22nd March 2014. The subject will be the centenary,
impact and legacy of the Great War, and the visits
throughout the year will complement this topic as
appropriate. We have been lucky enough to secure four
excellent speakers including Amy Davidson, Conservation
Officer from the War Memorials Trust, so we very much hope
you will be able to join us.
We are now starting to organise grants for next year so if
you have contacts with any of our outreach areas like schools
or gardens that could benefit from the education
programme
please
contact
Ann
Colbert
at
acolbert25@btinternet.com. We are, of course, always ready
to welcome volunteers. If you would like to help please
contact Ann Colbert as above. We look forward to hearing
from you!

he five-year education programme was launched in
September 2010, so as to have a structured approach
for communicating the work of the Trust and
educating young citizens and potential future members. We
report below an updated summary of the activities under the
programme. First of all, here is a summary of the five
programmes.
1. CGT Little Seedlings
Formed for Primary School children aged 4–12 years; this
programme is a cash grant for education-related activities in
horticulture or arboriculture and is administered via
schools. We have also decided that the Scarecrow
Competition is more appropriate under this initiative than
under Bright Futures.
2. CGT Bright Futures
For Middle School children aged 12–16, now in two parts.
i Sponsorship of an agricultural class at the County Show
at Wimpole Hall run by Young Farmers.
ii Sponsorship of a botanical event at the Cambridge
University Science Week.
3. CGT Research Grant
Formed for Further Education students over 18 studying
Garden History related subjects in Cambridgeshire; it is a
cash grant to support a research project on a subject of CGT’s
choosing.
4. CGT Garden Apprentice
This is open to a person of any age group currently on a
garden-related apprenticeship scheme in Cambridgeshire,
offering free membership to Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust
for five years and providing access to a network of people and
information to support them in their careers.
5. CGT Day Lectures
A series of one-day lectures, or Study Days; designed
primarily for over 18’s, these aim to raise funds to support
the other four education programmes.
Two school projects are currently active under Little
Seedlings. The Garden Club at Newborough School in the
north of the county have redesigned an area, from where
their former swimming pool has been removed, into an
outdoor classroom. Pots are to be filled with plants and small
trees to attract birds and insects. With logs for seating and
surrounded by trees, the area will provide a welcoming and
flexible addition to the indoor classrooms for a range of
activities.
Fen Drayton Garden Club are building a Barefoot Sensory
Path using a range of finishes to provide tactile stimulation
from a variety of surfaces and textures. An ingenious idea for
those little feet – as it is not a school for fakirs, we expect that
coals and spikes will not form part of the final design!

Ann Colbert
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Activities to date
2011

2012

Theme

20th Century Gardens
in East Anglia

Cambridgeshire Trees Botanical
Collections

2013

2014

1. Little
Seedlings

Fen Drayton School
Sunflower project
Scarecrow Competition
Ramsey Walled Garden

Abbots Ripton Hall
Garden Show
‘Grow a rainbow’

2015

Great War
Centenary

Northborough Primary
School Outdoor
Learning Centre
Fen Drayton School
Sensory Walk
20 Sept. Scarecrow
Comp. Anglesey Abbey

2. Bright
Futures

Cambridge County
Cambridge County
Show ‘Identify the Vegetable’ Show – cancelled

Cambridge County
Show

Cambridge County
Show

Robinson College
apprentice

Robinson College
apprentice

Fitzwilliam College
apprentice (tbc)
Trainee gardener

Arcadia in Arden:
what future for our
trees?

23 March:
Botanical Collections

22 March: Great War
centenary and legacy

3. Research
Grant
4. Garden
Apprentice
5. Study Day
Lectures

20th Century
Gardens in East Anglia

Finances to date and future commitments
Programme

2011

2012

2013

2014

1. Little Seedlings

- £50

-£250

-£450

-£400 (prov.)

2. Bright Futures

-£375

-£50

-£50

-£50 (prov.)

3. Research Grant

0

0

0

4. Garden Apprentice

0

-£300

-£300

5. Study Day Lectures

+£100

+£250

+£3

Total

-£325

-£350

-£797
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2015

0
-£350 (prov.)

-£350 (prov.)

NEWS FROM

THE BORDERS

ON NORFOLK GARDENS TRUST CELEBRATIONS
12 JULY 2013
partaking of delicious roasted lamb accompanied by a
seemingly endless variety of flavoursome salads, followed by
aromatic strawberries and cream. Tables were set in and
around a sheltered courtyard complete with plashing
fountain and climbing roses.
Speeches were given by the current chair Pat Bray, David
Mawson and Gilly Drummond who had been present at the
beginnings of the NGT. Gilly was full of enthusiasm for the
work of the Gardens Trusts and exhorted members to follow
their passions for gardening and add to the corpus of
research, in particular, in the next couple of years, by
reviewing in detail the work of Lancelot Brown and his
contemporaries in each county.
After an interminably long cold and wet spring, the
warm and balmy evening of 12th July was a harbinger of the
lovely summer to come. The evening light still brought a
glow to the lovely brickwork as the last guests turned
reluctantly towards home, but the warm welcome, the new
friendships and the outstanding celebration will linger long
in the memories of those who were privileged to be so
entertained.

O

ur congratulations go to our neighbours, the Norfolk
Gardens Trust (NGT), not only on the occasion of their
25th anniversary but also for the magnificence and
lavishness of their celebrations. On 12th July the beautiful
grounds of Oxnead Hall were generously opened by the
owners, David and Mary Aspinall, who hosted a spectacular
evening’s entertainment attended by the NGT President Lord
Walpole, AGT President Gilly Drummond, past chairmen of
the NGT, and representatives from Cambridgeshire, Suffolk
and Leicester Gardens Trusts.
Oxnead Hall is situated on the banks of
the river Bure and was built around 1580 by
Admiral Sir Clement Paston, whose family
included the writers of the ‘Paston Papers’.
Sir Clement’s effigy and memorials to other
illustrious members of his family can be seen
in the Saxon church of St Michael lying
within the grounds. Though most of the
original building was destroyed by fire, the
mellow wing of the servants quarters
remains and the soft red Victorian Hall
forms a perfect backdrop to the perfectly
manicured lawns and terraces that slope
gently down to the tree lined Bure.
Immaculately clipped yew hedges set off the
herbaceous borders full of strikingly white
polemiums and roses at this time in July.
To the background of a string ensemble
the 120 guests were free to wander through
the parterres to the water gardens and via a
rustic bridge brimming with the perfume of crimson roses to
an island where a gothic castle folly, complete with ruined
tower, could be spied.
The guests were greeted with wine and delicious canapés,
which kept appearing by the trayful as if by magic as we
wandered around the grounds on a perfect summer’s
evening. Although well sated, we were then cajoled into

Oxnead parterres from the terrace

The 20th anniversary of the CGT falls in November 2016.
It is to be hoped that we can emulate this wonderful
celebration and reciprocate the hospitality of the NGT. We
would be grateful for your thoughts and inspirations as to
how this might be achieved.
Judith Christie
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NEWS FROM

THE BORDERS

ANNOUNCEMENT
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BOOK REVIEW: THE GARDENS OF ENGLAND:
TREASURES OF THE NATIONAL GARDENS SCHEME

O

visits and perfect browsing for a
ne of the quiet pleasures of
Christmas
afternoon.
Another
access to the internet during a
Cambridge garden is that of Faith
visit to a lesser known area of
Raven at Docwra’s Manor described
this country is the knowledge that
with affection by Vanessa Berridge.
you are rarely far from an
Thanks to its theme of reviewing
inspirational garden. Enter the
the developments and changes of
postcode in the National Gardens
design and planting there is sufficient
Scheme website and within seconds
in the text to sustain the reader. It
you receive a list of gardens ‘open
cannot be dismissed as simply a coffee
today’ within 5, 10 or 25 miles from
table glossy. In some chapters we learn
where you are staying. Today there
more about whom the author knows
are over 3,800 gardens to choose from,
and what he has read than about the
but how and why did this come
gardens he describes, but that is
about? Treasures of the National
acceptable when you are looking for
Gardens Scheme aims to answer this
insights on the works of such as Piet
question and more. As we get ever
Oudolf, John Brookes and Henk
closer to the centenary of the
Gerritsen, and searching for modern
outbreak of hostilities in the First
gardening
trends.
A
greater
World War, it is a happy coincidence
disappointment for me was that only a
that George Plumtre’s introduction
half-hearted attempt has been made to
points out that the National Gardens
highlight the group openings of
Scheme was launched to raise funds
smaller private gardens (e.g. the
for a visible memorial to Queen
Ambrose Road gardens in Worthing)
Alexandra, to celebrate her work of
where much inspiration is to be found
founding a military nursing service
for those of us with smaller gardens.
for the wounded of the second Boer
Inevitably, it has been felt necessary to
War and her patronage of the Jubilee
include some of the ‘big beasts’ of the
Congress of District Nursing. In June
NGS such as Sissinghurst and
1927, two years after her death, 370
Hestercombe, and Trewithen and
owners agreed to open their gardens
Trebah in Cornwall. But there are
for Queen Alexandra’s monument
plenty of lesser known gardens such
and her causes, and by the end of the
Organic design at Broughton House.
as the half-acre Millgate House in
summer over 600 gardens were
Richmond, North Yorkshire, with its
participating.
gaunt backdrop of Richmond castle, described as ‘a virtuoso,
That the scheme has been running for more than 80 years
miniature version of a country-house garden’, and Croft Hall
gives motivation for a review of the fads and fashions in
garden in County Durham which ‘almost qualifies as a highgardening over most of the 20th century and a codicil on the
street garden, albeit a very grand one’, so there is plenty of
early years of this. The book is divided into chronological
inspiration for exploration. There is even some humour in
chapters with such eye-catching titles as ‘Gardening in the
relating the vicissitudes of opening a garden under the NGS
Jazz Age’, ‘Village Variety’ and ‘Garden Visiting in the New
scheme. One such account is of a relative newcomer to the
Millennium’. Each chapter has its own author. Elizabeth
NGS: Broughton House, Oxfordshire, to which the
Napier, Catherine Horwood and Christopher Woodward are
Huntingdon DFAS research group arranged a private visit in
among those contributing but it falls to Leslie Geddes Brown
2010. The garden is described as one of the first of the
to describe the garden of CGT Patron, Christopher Vane
designer Tom Stuart Smith but the mysterious owner is not
Percy. The description sets the atmosphere of a green
revealed. We in the group know, Dear Reader, but those who
Huntingdonshire riverside garden designed to enhance the
don’t will have to wait for the post-script which was added
elegant restraint of the Georgian home, and disputes the
just before publication at the end of this attractive book.
owner’s assertion that it is a ‘bit fluffy’: a description which
might be levelled at the writer who tells us that “the VaneThe Gardens of England is edited by George Plumtree, Preface by Joe
Percys [sic] have carried out a project every year” without
Swift and Foreword by HRH The Prince of Wales. Published in 2013
confiding what these might have been. Any shortcomings in
by Merrell London – New York, 224pp.
description, however, are amply compensated by the range of
ISBN 978-1-8589-4602-3
beautiful and atmospheric photographs from different
Judith Christie
periods, which by themselves are an inspiration for future
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BOOK REVIEW:
THE HISTORIC GARDENS OF ENGLAND SERIES:
CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND THE ISLE OF ELY

Y

unimproved water courses
(i.e. not straightened) with
typical intermittent lines of
trees
following
the
watercourse
edges.
As
Fenstanton was not enclosed
until 1810 and the land in
question was not demesne
land, the suggestion that
Brown
carried
out
improvements here seems
more than fanciful.
The volume is well
illustrated and it is always a
pleasure to see historic
drawings and other primary
source material reproduced to
a
good
standard.
The
Chippenham Park survey of
1712 is a wonderful record of
piecemeal
enclosure,
a
snapshot taken during the
process of ownership strips
being brought into a single
estate centred on a great
house. Sir George Downing’s
Gamlingay Park, as shown in
an 1801 survey, is a
remarkable scheme which
resonates with Robert Walpole’s Houghton in Norfolk.
Downing was an odd, antisocial, miserly, but fabulously rich
man – why he would spend a small fortune on his country
estate remains a mystery.
I therefore found this book to be a curate’s egg, ‘good in
parts’. It falls short of being useful as a gazetteer (buy the
CGT book!) and its selectivity of material, along with its
occasionally ‘sniffy’ tone, I personally found rather
irritating. On the other hand there is much to commend in
its contextual and discursive approach to the parks and
gardens selected. I would very much like to see a more
complete coverage of the college gardens in Cambridge,
which are of much more interest than this volume would
suggest.

ou may wonder, as I
did, what this ‘slim
volume’ might offer
that was not a replication of
the Trust’s own The Gardens of
Cambridgeshire, published in its
2nd Edition last year. Perhaps
Cambridgeshire garden books
are like buses, arriving in
groups? While the CGT
publication is a gazetteer with
broad coverage and succinct
descriptions, this new book
focuses on fewer sites with
greater consideration of the
more
well-known
and
celebrated parks and gardens.
The authors bring a definite
stance to their commentary,
which makes the style quite
conversational and readable
but can come across as too
judgemental. The opening
sentence of Chapter 1 airily
decrees that ‘Cambridgeshire
conspicuously lacks major
country houses set within
landscape parks or, indeed,
significant
gardens’.
Cambridge college gardens are dismissed as generally having
reverted to ‘lawns edged with suburban flower borders’. One
has to ask oneself why choose Cambridgeshire then for the
last volume in this series on English counties when coverage
is far from complete and a fairly comprehensive study was
updated and published last year?
Nonetheless, the selective coverage of sites allows a
greater discussion of each site, notably Chippenham Park
and Wimpole. This aspect of the book, along with its
coverage of the ‘lost’ parks and gardens, now existing in texts
or as garden archaeology, contains much of interest. There is
a fine example of academic kite-flying in respect of Lancelot
‘Capability’ Brown’s lordship of Fenstanton. There is no
evidence whatsoever for Brown spending any significant
time at Fenstanton but the authors of this volume suggest
that he carried out designed ‘improvements’. The evidence
cited for this is a 1777 drawing by his draughtsman surveyor,
John Spyers, which it is claimed exhibits a designed
landscape on the common grazing land. What I see is

The Historic Gardens of England Series: Cambridgeshire and the Isle
of Ely, by Timothy Mowl and Laura Mayer. Published 2013 by
Redcliffe, 240pp. ISBN 978-1-908326-32-4.
David Brown
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FEATURED GARDEN: BUTTS FARM, WICKEN
20th May 2013

E

involved (see following article). Sophie had purchased the
property in 1979 but it wasn’t until some twenty years later
that the real work of development and restoration began.
The barn and piggeries came first, between 2000 and 2002,
and from 2003 to 2005 the house was renovated to create a
modern, timber-framed glass wall and gable which floods
the north-facing elevation of the western cross-wing with
light (Fig. 2). At the same time the studio was created. A
range of agricultural buildings to the west were converted to
provide guest accommodation for visitors and students. For
Sophie is a teacher of yoga and meditation and the
remaining garden and its structures develops thematically,
taking inspiration wherever possible from the architecture
and gardens of Japan. How would John, we asked her, with
his passion for truth to history and architecture rise to the
challenge of this fusion of cultures?

arlier this year we were fascinated to learn that the
garden of CGT member, Sophie Leek, had been
designed by our late chair John Drake, and we were
delighted when Sophie invited our Huntingdon Group to
‘see for ourselves.’ It was a cold, overcast day in May and to
find Sophie we had to travel to the village of Wicken. Wicken
is known internationally for its sedge fen, the first Nature
Reserve to be protected by the National Trust in 1899. The
village itself was recorded in the Domesday Book and, by
1871, boasted a population of 1130 before decaying elegantly
to a present day level of about 839. Many of its mediaeval
buildings survive and we found Sophie’s home, Butts Farm,
among them, facing south over the eponymous pond of Pond
Green, the peaceful haunt of white-plumaged ducks. Butts
Farm is thought to be a hall house dating from about 1500
with a service range and parlour on the east and west ends
respectively. When the parlour was extended as a cross-wing,
around 1600, an upper storey was also added.

Figure 1. Approach to Butts Farm, Wicken. The eastern boundary is
formed by a stepped wall above which the studio can be seen. The
south facing frontage features yew pyramids and globes of
Baggesen’s Gold.
Photo Judith Christie.

Figure 2. A sinuous water feature leads the eye past the glass-walled
studio towards the timber and glass gable.
Photo Val Harrison.
To begin with, the site was north-facing with aggressive
winds and a clay soil. There was nothing but bare grass,
formerly an open farmyard for bullocks and cows, when the
transformation began. First the studio was constructed along
the lines of an airy pavilion with horizontal roof and glass
front divided by sturdy wooden studwork into five bays (Fig.
3), complementing the timber-framed construction of the
house. An outer framework of silvered oak posts link the
facade to the roof, imparting the feel of a classical temple

On arrival, we parked on the gravel drive to the south of
Butts Farm. We noted that the eastern elevation of the house
abuts Drury Lane (Fig. 1). The eastern boundary is a
projection of the service range elevation, formed by an eightfoot brick wall which steps down at intervals to six feet as it
flanks a newly constructed studio within, before continuing
at this level to embrace a planked gate and rising back
towards the rear of the plot.
Returning to the south-facing front elevation we were
greeted by a deep border dominated by two pyramids of dark
yew and globes of Lonicera nitida ‘Baggesen’s Gold’ (Fig. 1)
interspersed by the foliage of Euphorbia characias subsp.
wulfenii and the glossy foliage of Choisya arizonica ‘Aztec
Pearl’, with its dazzling white blossom, while smaller plants
chosen for their assortment of texture and shape were
pierced by pink oriental poppies, ‘Cedric Morris’ and dark
blue geraniums and purple viola ‘Inverurie Beauty’. All
provided a lovely backdrop to the sloping grass which may
formerly have been a part of the village green.
We were met by Sophie who led us through to her warm
and airy studio. Comfortably seated, she unveiled to us more
about the history of the house and how John had become

Figure 3. The studio in the form of a flat-topped, five-bay timber and
glass pavilion.
Photo Peter Cook.
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portico. There is a play on reflection as the verticals of wood
pair with each other and are mirrored in the placid water of
a kidney-shaped pool with its promise of water lilies to come.
Almost encircled by the water, an island bed bears rounded
box (a substitute for Japanese azaleas that would have been
planted had the soil been suitable), dwarf pines and softly
fronded Ophiopogum japonicus. These, with abundant use of
Iris siberica and a number of different grasses, all emphasised
the Japanese theme. Thus it was anticipated that the view
over the water garden from the studio would induce a
peaceful ambience within and without, and create a suitable
environment for contemplation.
Figure 5. Detailed drawing of the picket fence by John Drake.
Courtesy Sophie Leek
studio, are nine closely planted Prunus sargentii, chosen to
honour the memory of Sophie’s great-grandfather, Charles
Sprague Sargent.
Returning to the house along the staggered stone path
gives an opportunity to view the almost hidden parterre
which lies sheltered in the angle of house and studio. It has
a motif delineated in buxus based on one at Hidcote Manor.
The infill of scillas in the winter gives way to Fuchsia
magellanica ‘Versicolor’ in the summer. A second parterre,
near the farm gate entrance to the west of the house, features
scillas and cyclamen coum for winter time and Nicotiana
sylvestris for summer together amid the topiary. Along the
back of the house Sophie has also incorporated some of
John’s favourites: near the kitchen window a lilac he himself
propagated, the lovely shade-tolerant Silene fimbriata, and
Erigeron karvinskianus. Other lovely trees chosen by Sophie and
John are a Magnolia grandiflora ‘Exmouth’, an unusually
large-leaved Sorbus thibetica “John Mitchell” and a Ginkgo
biloba.
Even as we reluctantly leave the quiet serenity of this
space, we are impressed at how the precision of the
architectural lines have augmented the interest and
dynamism of the garden. The compositions of verticals and
horizontals are reminiscent of the spacing of a Hokusai
scene of pavilions and temples embellished with cherry trees
and cloud-reflecting pools. Even if he was initially sceptical
one feels that John has succeeded in the challenge of
blending oriental meditation with a quintessentially English
village home, all the more appreciated as we pass through
the eye of the Japanese entry gates back into the outer world
of Cambridge willows, thatch and village green.

Figure 4. The water channel snakes past the studio and leads to the
Japanese gate.
Photo Val Harrison.
The pool is fed by a sinuous channel that issues from a
discreet fountain on the west of the garden, and curves
gently eastward toward the studio, delimiting the lawn and
first room of the garden. Viewed looking north from the
cross-wing, this canal leads the eye beyond the lawn to the
major feature of the garden: a Japanese-style open ‘gate’
flanked by a picket fence and yew hedging. Created with
wooden corner posts supporting a grey tiled roof, the two
side-walls are of reed. The gate forms both a barrier and an
opening on to the second half of the garden – a new world.
Flowering cherry trees can be spied through the opening and
beckon us on.
Advancing over the mixed paving towards the Japanese
gate, on our left we pass in front of a seating area with
relaxing cane armchairs facing the stream-head, and beyond,
converted old brick piggeries. These are partly concealed by
an oak Japanese-style pergola, hosting a wisteria and small
flowered Akebia quinata, thoughtfully constructed to provide
a screen to the piggeries. The pergola is separated from the
Japanese gate by an eye-catching group of silver birches:
Betula utilis var. jacquemontii ‘Grayswood Ghost’.
To access the Japanese gate we cross the stream, running
from seating area to studio, by a stone-flagged bridge and
pass through the gate into the garden beyond. The second
half of the garden is divided geometrically into three rooms
by low Japanese picket fencing. An original drawing (Fig. 5)
specifies each fence upright – square in cross-section and
capped by a square based pyramid – showing John’s amazing
attention to detail. Blossom trees and lilacs abound in this
part of the garden, though they may have to compete with an
all-too-exuberant Kiftsgate rose in the years to come. There is
a range of espaliered pears on the northern rear wall and
near the eastern boundary, linking southwards towards the

Veronica Angus, Linda Burwood, Judith Christie,
Pamela Dearlove, Sue Fawcett, Bridget Flanagan,
Val Harrison, Vivien Hoar, Pat Spencer, Valerie Temple

Sophie Leek writes:

I

t was only by chance that I met John in the mid-1990s. I
had completed a year-long course in practical
horticulture in London but was far more interested in the
afternoon visits to private gardens arranged for us than the
painstaking hands-on techniques we were expected to master
in the morning. Thus I became rather taken with the
beguiling and interminable study of plant ‘associations’ and
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soon made a list of gardens I wanted to visit locally. John’s
three sides of a square and I was unsure how they would
garden must have been one of the first on the list. In those
relate to the garden space within and more particularly to
days you could just ring up and say you would like to come
the physical entrances to the garden and the paths they
round. Very soon two of us found ourselves in Fen Ditton – I
would lead on to. With his characteristic helpfulness John
believe it was late June and rather overcast – I remember the
was able to make sense of this for me – taking a great deal of
feeling of entering the garden at the side was like going into
trouble and time to think out a workable rationale, looking
a vast green cave, many intersecting lines of box hedging,
closely at the movement of the sun (the studio now receives
large trees ‘holding hands’, huge round shrubs making a
evening sun from the west). He was also able to show me how
processional advance towards the back. Floral accents were
a principle of ‘deferred pleasure’ can be expressed in the
definitely in the minority. But the whole effect was orderly,
placement of a door or a meandering path. Paradoxically, as
restrained and subtly stylish, though also very restful. It was
a result of John’s intervention, my front door and my back
only later I noticed the exotic and slightly more surprising
door are now on the same side of my house. But this works
elements – unusual wooden structures of Turkish design
very well.
supporting Turkish climbing plants; and, seeming to cascade
I had also talked to John about several half-formed ideas I
down from a height of three metres on either side, the
had about including Japanese-style elements in the garden,
stunning pendulous growth of flowering kolkwitzias, one
such as water, rocks and some sort of larger structure such as
pale pink and the other a more peachy pink, though
a hut or gate. There was a polite pause in the conversation at
acquired on the same day from the same nursery.
this stage and I sensed he wasn’t exactly warming to the
John was very cordial and gave us proper leaf tea in blue
Japanese theme, though he never said so openly. But within
and white teacups – the tea was not very strong but a
weeks he was coming round with elaborate books on
beautiful colour. What I remember best was that the silver
Japanese gates and examples of Japanese fences culled from
sugar bowl offered was the size of a casserole and thinking it
18th century woodcuts and other detailed research. This
might easily hold a year’s supply of sugar! Perhaps that was
newly awakened interest seems to have stayed in his mind for
the point.
some time – only weeks before he died John rang to
As a result of this visit I heard about John’s involvement
recommend the fantastic book, Niwaki: pruning, training and
in garden tours and later joined interesting week-long
shaping trees the Japanese way, an essential guide to a complex
garden study visits to Turkey (Istanbul) and Tuscany
subject.
(Florence). John produced very detailed sets of notes for these
From about Easter 2012 John and I met almost weekly for
excursions,
greatly
tea and conversation, first
enhancing the unique
in Wicken and then in
experience of seeing these
Fen Ditton. One day there
parks and gardens in their
was a little note to say he
historical and cultural
was in the vicinity, then a
context. Istanbul was a
visit bearing a gift of a
revelation – an entirely
rare snowdrop. Our talks
different
concept
of
ranged over all sorts of
gardening with minimal
topics
–
books,
planting but a plethora of
personalities, his early
pools and fountains and
working life in Lambeth
airy open spaces.
as well as more recent
I had first talked to
‘brushes’ with the RHS
John in 2002 about
and the NHS. Despite all
designing a garden to
his accomplishments and
complement the extensive
erudition, I think John
building work I was
was a very down-to-earth
engaged with between
person.
Delighted
2000 and 2005. We spent a
(naturally) with his MBE,
Figure 6. Design of Butts Farm Garden by John Drake.
whole morning talking
but also exuberant at
Courtesy Sophie Leek.
about what I had in mind.
being able to get jelly and
Top of the list was cherry
ice cream on demand in
trees. My parents had moved to Washington D.C. when I was
hospital. A great observer, he excelled in pinpointing the
ten – a city known for its spring-flowering cherry blossoms
telling detail in any observation, and had a particularly good
and, most exquisite and gossamer of all, the twin rows of
nose for the pretentious and the ‘puffed-up’. I was treated to
cherry trees at the entrance to the Japanese Embassy. Spring
a succession of stories, many of them hilarious, which I
was dominated by the cherries followed closely by magnolias
could only describe as ‘cautionary tales for the selfand dogwoods. Alas then came the clumpy and garish
important man’.
spectre of azaleas followed by acres of dusty groundcover in
Thinking of John on the anniversary of his death
the form of ivy, pachysandra and rough grass – this because
tomorrow I remember his warmth and humour but also his
by early summer the heat, humidity and pollution put paid
great generosity of spirit. I felt very honoured to have had the
to growing very little else – such was the sum of my
friendship of this sensitive and humane man.
horticultural exposure before moving to the UK.
Sophie Leek
In the meantime I had more pressing problems – I had to
2
September
2013
decide if the three groups of buildings would work ranged as
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POEMS AND PEACE
n event was held at Ramsey Walled Garden in John
Drake’s memory on a very cold, blustery June day (8th
June 2013). About forty gardens trust members, from
Cambridgeshire and other trusts attended the event which
was organised by Steffie Shields, Chair of the Association of
Gardens Trust and of Lincolnshire Gardens Trust.
After looking round the garden, noting the plaque in
memory of John (Fig.1), there was a brief (given the cold)
introduction to the history and restoration of the garden
from Jane Sills. This was followed by readings of poems
which reflected John’s views of gardens, gardening and the
natural world. We all then toasted John surrounding the new
vase (Fig. 2) which was purchased with the money donated at
John’s funeral.
We reproduce two poems below. The Robert Frost poem
was read at John’s funeral, while the poem by Christina
Rossetti was suggested by a CGT member.

A Dumb Friend

A

I planted a young tree when I was young:
But now the tree is grown and I am old:
There wintry robin shelters from the cold
And tunes his silver tongue.
A green and living tree I planted it,
A glossy-foliaged tree of evergreen:
All through the noontide heat it spread a screen
Whereunder I might sit.
But now I only watch it where it towers:
I, sitting at my window, watch it tost
By rattling gale or silvered frost;
Or, when sweet summer flowers,
Wagging its round green head with stately grace
In tender winds that kiss it and go by.
It shows a green full age: and what show I?
A faded wrinkled face.
So often have I watched it, till mine eyes
Have filled with tears and I have ceased to see,
That now it seems a very friend to me,
In all my secrets wise.
A faithful pleasant friend, who year by year
Grew with my growth and strengthened with my
strength,
But whose green lifetime show a longer length:
When I shall not sit here

Figure 1. Plaque in Ramsey Walled Garden.

It will bud in spring, and shed rare leaves
In autumn, and in summer-heat give shade,
And warmth in winter: when my bed is made
In shade the cypress weaves.

Photo David Chittim.

Nothing Gold Can Stay

Christina Rossetti.

Nature’s first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf’s a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf,
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day
Nothing gold can stay.

Jane Sills

Robert Frost

Figure 2. Toasting John’s memory in Ramsey Walled Garden by the
plinth and vase purchased in his memory.
Photo Steffie Shields.
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RESEARCH GROUP REVIEW: UPDATE ON DOVECOTES

I

n the newsletter of 30th November 2011, CGT
member Bridget Flanagan explained how the
Huntingdon garden research group had been
excited by the discovery of a dovecote in Hemingford
Grey which seemed hitherto to have evaded
recognition. From this grew a project to ‘locate,
identify, record and photograph existing dovecotes of
the county [of Huntingdon] and produce a gazetteer for
historians and conservationists.’ This project is now
drawing to a close.
Bridget noted that in 1920 Arthur Cooke stated in
his work, ‘A Book of Dovecotes,’ that the county of
Huntingdon boasted, ‘a solitary, but very fine example’.
From such a small beginning the research group has
come a long way.
We visited all of the 71 electoral parishes of
Huntingdon and the Soke of Peterborough to review
the Grade II listed dovecotes and to try to locate the
dovecotes listed prior to 1977 by Peter Jeevar in his Figure 2. Former dovecote, now converted to a double garage at Ufford.
book ‘Dovecotes of Cambridge’. With the Hemingford
Photo Judith Christie.
discovery this would make a total of around 25. We
have currently been able to trace the sites of about
double that number and historical references to many
simply a case of an inconvenient redundant farm building in
more. Alas it is not all good reading.
the wrong place. A similar fate seems to have befallen a
Of the 22 dovecotes listed by Jeevar in our area, several
dovecote on the land of Manor Farm Barnack to the SE of the
have now disappeared. So, for example, the dovecote at
church. According to a local resident this again was
Manor Farm Abbotsley was noted in 1974 as having a 17th
demolished in the mid 1970’s. The foundations can still be
spied in the field. One hopes, that these occurrences
are not the result of too assiduous publication by
researchers!
Other casualties have been the result of road
widening schemes, as at the George Hotel, Buckden, or
as a result of a valid planning application as at
Oldhurst Manor Farm when the farmhouse became
unsafe.
Once so much a part of the rural economy,
dovecotes and pigeon houses provided eggs and meat,
especially appreciated in winter time. There is a limit
to the number of such redundant buildings that can be
preserved merely as museums, though some, such as
that at Station Road Barnack (1789), still rise
magnificently above the meadows (Fig. 1). Many
remain relatively unscathed, used for miscellaneous
storage or garages as at Ufford (Fig. 2.) Some have been
incorporated into houses: a 17th century example is
that of Great Staughton, now a kitchen.
We have been able to photograph at least 17
Figure 1. Dovecote at Station Road, Barnack.
dovecotes surviving in whole or in part. A number of
Photo Judith Christie. these were inexplicably missed by Jeevar. There are
actually five in Barnack to his two, four of which are
Grade II listed. Others deserve further research,
century dovecote, timber framed, with brick noggin and
including those at Castor (misidentified by Jeevar) and at
tiled roof: ‘with 8 piers: timber floor and the remains of
Ufford.
alighting loft (sic)’. Unless anyone is able to provide us with
We have also noted information for dovecotes no longer
a photograph, all that would appear to remain is Peter
extant. In this connection a range of sources have proved
Jeevar’s atmospheric pen and ink drawing. The building was
fruitful: estate agents particulars at Alconbury, and sales
said to have been demolished shortly after Jeevar’s visit.
records going back to 1669 in the case of Hamerton, where
Perhaps it was too expensive to restore or maybe it was
Sir Francis Compton records his house ‘with several yards
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behind, and ponds of water, with a great garden behind and
other lesser gardens and fair orchards well planted with
good fruit consisting of about 10 acres, a dove house well
stocked…’ Nineteenth century O.S. maps are invaluable, as in
the case of Broughton, and of Somersham where there is no
longer a trace of a dovecote (thought to be demolished in the
1960s) at Dovecot Farm. Such documents have helped to

CGT RESEARCH

Members of The Huntingdon DFAS Garden Group provide for
the CGT a core of volunteers who wish to be actively involved
in researching any aspect of garden history or landscape
design. Research is in no way limited to the group and
indeed the majority of the research of the CGT is carried out
by individual members working on their own
projects. Our current objective is to increase the
number of members involved in research by
offering a warm welcome to all who wish to be
involved, and to promote a forum for exchanging
ideas by meeting bi-monthly in the Huntingdon
or the Cambridge Records Office. No previous
experience in research is needed as the group is
very supportive to newcomers and will meet to
undertake research and to discuss progress on
the current projects. During summer months
and between meetings members will be
encouraged to participate in the CGT visits
programme to develop field skills and promote
expertise. It is important that research should be
published to stimulate and inform others, and
individual articles may be published in the CGT
Newsletter. The group also works on
collaborative research projects, particularly
Figure 3. Former dovecote at The Elms Farm, Folkesworth, as painted by Cuthbert
researching the historic parks and gardens of
Bede.
Image courtesy of the Norris Museum, St Ives. Cambridge.
The Research Group offers opportunities for
individual study of garden-related subjects, or for
confirm local memory. Early postcards have fleshed out the
joining a team researching Cambridgeshire parks and
memory of an impressive dovecote at Wistow, and the
gardens to compile a complementary list for the English
remarkable 52-foot tower dovecote at Fenstanton, with its
Heritage Register of Historic Parks and Gardens.
four floors housing over 1000 pairs of birds. An 1801 sketch
For more information on the HDFAS group or details of
supplements the RCHM’s description of the dovecote at
the next meeting, or to be put on the e-mail list for a
Woodhurst, while perhaps most beguiling of all Cuthbert
monthly update, please contact the Group Coordinator at
Bede’s delicate water colour, currently in the St Ives Norris
judith.christie@ntlworld.com.
Museum, shows the location of the dovecote recorded as
being 120 yards east of The Elms Farm House at Folkesworth
Judith Christie
(Fig. 3).
We aim to have a gazette available on line and a printed
version will be deposited with the Records Office. However,
new information is constantly coming to light and if you
have information relating to the dovecotes in our
Huntingdon area please do get in touch with any member of
our group, so that our material can be kept up to date.
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE GARDENS TRUST STUDY DAY
FLORA OF THE WORLD: COLLECTIONS AND COLLECTORS
23rd MARCH 2013

A

blue-green, with broad bands of whitish wax on both sides.
Male and female flowers grow on the same tree; the male
flowers are large and red while the female flowers are
smaller and pale green The fir cones are cylindrical, 9–18
cm long (Fig. 1), greenish-pink to purple before maturity.
When mature, they disintegrate to release winged seeds.
In its natural habitat the Spanish Fir is found between
900–1,700m in altitude in a relatively small region of
mainland Spain. While not under immediate threat of
extinction, it is rare and its natural habitat is now a
protected nature reserve.
The species has limited distribution because it was almost
wiped out by glacial ice during the last ice age. When
vegetation began to recolonize the area, it was prevented by
the valley of the River Guadalquivir from migrating further
than the Sierra Nevada mountains. It remained confined to
this region until its anthropogenic distribution to other
countries as an ornamental tree. Introduced to Britain in
1839, Abies pinsapo is not commonly found. However, unlike
other silver firs, it grows well on chalky soils and in Britain
it has flourished in the south where the climate is warmest.
Carolin’s narrative of her personal quest to find the
Spanish fir in its natural habitat took us over lofty mountain
passes through the Pyrenees, noting meadow Iris and hardy
Geranium phaeum and Ramonda pyrenaica in the French
foothills at Gavarnie before climbing higher, past screes and
waterfalls to see Saxifraga longifolia growing on cliffs where it
is safe from goats. After traversing a mini-glacier at the
Brèche de Roland and richly clad limestone crevices at the
slopes of Monte Perdido, with Gentiana pyrenaica and Dianthus,
and following an overnight stay at the spectacular manned
Spanish Refugio de Góriz, the much dryer climate became
apparent. In big patches on steep slopes Genista horrida could
be seen, with long spines to protect it from predation, and
the Pyrenean lily along the river, although not in flower. A
descent through the Ordesa Valley brought views of
Aquilegias and other meadow flowers in a trek which had
taken over 11 hours of mountain walking in mid-summer.
Crossing Spain and moving south to Granada, we were
treated to some lovely views of the Alhambra Palace, with
cool fountained courtyards, and a stunning aspect of the
Puente Nuevo bridge in the ancient Andalusian city of
Ronda, before commencing the ascent of the Sierra Nevada
in search of glacial refuge valleys, the outpost of the Spanish
Fir. The lowland flowers of Leopoldia comosa (Tassel Hyacinth)
found in derelict olive groves and verges give way to more
maquis scrubland areas hosting evergreen oaks and white
cistus, oozing a highly aromatic resin called labdanum.
Hedgehog broom (Erinacea anthyllis) grows in the mountains
with spiny leaves to help it withstand predation by mountain
sheep and goats. We come across several orchids including
Mirror of Venus (Ophrys speculum), Giant Orchid
(Grammatophyllum speciosum) and the Italian Orchid (Orchis
italica) before reaching the protected habitat of Abies pinsapo.
The Fir has declined to such an extent from fire, goat

few days after the first day of spring and with a good
sprinkling of snow on the ground, Lord Fairhaven
opened the 2013 study day by welcoming members
and guests to the warmth of Hemingford Abbots village hall,
to hear four expert speakers address the theme for the day.
Lord Fairhaven introduced each of the speakers.

THE QUEST FOR “EL PINSAPO”
Carolin Göhler opened the day by transporting us to warmer
climates as she recounted her search, while a student
working at Kew Gardens, for the natural habitat of Abies
pinsapo, the Spanish Fir. In the late 1990’s a scholarship took
her to the highly bio-diverse Iberian peninsula, with its vast
range of species, many endemic, as well as a wonderful
heritage of parks and gardens. Not wanting to collect
everything in her travels, she asked supervisors in the
relevant departments at Kew for essential specimens to
collect and, luckily, only one special plant was suggested.

Figure 1. Abies pinsapo, the Spanish Fir. Detail of leaves and cones.
Stalks are remnants of previous cones after dispersal.
The Spanish Fir is an evergreen, reaching 20–30m in
height, with a conical-shaped crown, sometimes becoming
irregular with age. The leaves are 1.5–2cm in length,
arranged radially around the shoots, and are a glaucous pale
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grazing and general tourism that entry into those
mountainous valleys, where it can still be found in the heart
of the Sierra de Grazalema, must be accompanied by a
warden during summer time. But nonetheless it makes a
magnificent sight with tall trees showing a bluish tinge to its
leaves. Carolin was given seed from the park’s department
but neither Kew Gardens nor its sister site at Wakehurst
Place could germinate the seed. However it was good to see
that the national park’s nursery at the centre of the
protected valley seems to germinate seeds successfully, and
typical woody plant seedbeds were seen overflowing with
well cared-for, young firs .

principal collections but he also lifted the veil on some of the
activities carried out as part of the long-term function of Kew
as an internationally recognised centre for botanical
research. Magnifying glasses and the counting of stamens
have given way to scanning electron microscopes and genetic
sequencing. Dr Gasson has been deeply involved with Kew
since arriving as a sandwich course student in 1977, and his
enthusiasm for Kew’s research, its applications to many
aspects of modern life, and its communication to society at
large, made a great impact upon the study day audience. We
were intrigued to learn, for example, that Kew has provided
expert advice and consultation to such bodies as the Police,
HM Revenue and Customs, archaeologists, antique dealers,
furniture restorers, hospitals and vets. Dr Gasson has kindly
provided a short article, based upon his study day lecture,
which follows this summary.

REALITIES OF PLANT HUNTING IN THE
MODERN ERA
Alex Summers of the Cambridge University Botanic Garden
gave us a review of modern plant collecting, which is subject
to many more protocols and policies of which our historical
forebears were blissfully unaware. Following the last ice age,
Britain was left with about 200 species of plants and so
everything else is an import, one way or another. While some
plants recolonized the UK naturally when it was still
connected to Europe via Doggerland, many plants arrived by
anthropogenic dispersal. The Silk Road, established since
200BC at least, brought us apples, apricots and almonds,
while later imports followed as part of the trade in foods and
medicines with continental Europe. Physic gardens, on the
pattern of those in Padua and Pisa, were established in
Oxford and Cambridge, while the Spanish conquest of the
New World brought in many plants from central and
southern America. Chinese tea (Camellia sinensis) was
imported into India to establish tea plantations for the
eventual supply to Britain, while coffee arabica was
smuggled out of Ethiopia to other countries for cultivation.
The Pará rubber tree (Hevea brasiliensis) was allegedly
smuggled out of Brazil by Henry Alexander Wickham and
sent to Kew, from where it was exported to Ceylon, Malaysia
and other destinations for economic cropping. The growth of
landscape gardening by Brown, Repton and others led to a
great search for exotic plants from the growing Empire and
drove the expansion of plant-hunting previously established
by the Tradescants in the 17th century.
Today, plant-hunting is much more controlled and
regulated, in an effort to prevent habitats and ecological
environments from being stripped bare by collectors, as well
as preventing the spread of aggressive species and diseases.
Collecting Davidia involucrata became an obsessive pursuit,
and over-collection of Tecophilaea cyanocrocus, together with
habitat destruction, drove this species extinct in the wild in
Chile (although it was rediscovered in 2001). Disafforestation
and destruction of habitat in the USA led to the
establishment of National Parks in Yosemite and Yellowstone
among others. Following growing desire to protect habitats,
a number of international agreements and protocols have
been established, including the Convention on Biological

Figure 2. Abies pinsapo, in Cambridge University Botanic Garden on
the snowy morning of the Study Day.
Photo Carolin Göhler.

Fortunately, The Spanish Fir grows quite well, though
slowly, in British gardens and Carolin showed us an example
from the Cambridge University Botanic Garden, taken that
very morning, covered in snow (Fig. 2). Since it is a survivor
of the last ice age, this seemed a fitting way to bring the
quest for the Spanish Fir to a successful conclusion – it is an
appropriate species for Cambridgeshire, in view of its low
rainfall and pressure from climate change.
Carolin Göhler is the CEO for local charity Cambridge Past, Present
and Future (http://www.cambridgeppf.org/), working to keep
Cambridge and surrounds special.

BEHIND THE SCENES: COLLECTIONS AT KEW.
Dr Peter Gasson of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew gave us
a wonderful tour de force during which he not only
summarised the history of Kew, its main buildings and
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Diversity (CBD: 1992) which endeavours to control the
exploitation of plant genetic material in developing
countries by promoting the fair and equitable sharing of
benefits arising from the use of genetic resources.
There are 17 countries recognised as being mega-diverse
in their plant species. They are found in the Americas, Africa,
India, the Far East and Australasia; none in Europe, the
Middle East or the CIS. CBD has successfully regulated the
exploitation of several plant-derived compounds, including a
hunger suppressant found in Hoodia gordonii of the Kalahari
desert. The orchid Phragmipedium kovachii, discovered in 2001
in the Amazon jungle of NE Peru, is considered to be the
most important orchid species to be found in the Neotropics
in the past hundred years. It was taken to the USA by James
Michael Kovach, of Virginia, who was subsequently
prosecuted under the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES). Kovach was fined $1,000 and
given two years’ probation by a US court but the orchid still
bears his name.
CITES includes three appendices regulating trade in
species. Appendix I covers species threatened with
extinction, whose trade is normally banned. Appendix II
strictly limits trade in endangered species to assure their
survival. Appendix III covers species whose trade is limited in
at least one country. Examples of Appendix I plants include
Araucaria araucana (Monkey puzzle), Aloe polyphylla (spiral
aloe) and Nepenthes rajah, a variety of pitcher plant from
Borneo. Species protected under Appendix II include Panax
ginseng, and all orchids, galanthus and cacti. Appendix III
covers Bulbophyllum kubahense, a newly discovered species
from Malaysia but which was listed under CITES even before
it was formally described.
A variety of national bodies regulate the movement of
plants and plant materials between countries and, even
where movement is allowed, appropriate phytosanitary
certification is often necessary. Even then it is not always
possible to control the spread of plant diseases, as evidenced
by the recent, probably catastrophic infestation of ash
dieback disease, caused by the fungus Chalara fraxinea that
may have crossed the Channel through importation or
whose spores may have arrived on the wind.
Alex Summers’ talk left us in a relatively sober mood.
Human mobility, individual collectors and on-line trading
have reduced the effectiveness of biosecurity controls but it
remains a serious issue which needs to be communicated to
plant enthusiasts and gardeners.

Taylor (then Curator of RBG and now Director of Singapore
Botanic Gardens), who spoke about the importance of
botanic gardens: not only for the vital maintenance of these
incredible green spaces where you come across the exotic
and unusual, but also as centres for scientific research, for
plant preservation and for the constant battle to conserve
species facing extinction in many parts of the world.

Figure 3. Grey Headed Flying Foxes (fruit bats) roosting in the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Sydney, Australia.
Image courtesy of Johnnie Amos.
As the series progressed I interviewed all the directors of
the Commonwealth’s botanic gardens, seeking out design,
rare species, research and conservation undertaken within
each country. Politics and governments may have changed in
many of the Commonwealth countries but their botanic
gardens generally appear able to weather the storms,
sometimes against all the odds and are therefore, seemingly
timeless!

BOTANIC GARDENS OF THE COMMONWEALTH
Johnnie Amos, garden designer and broadcaster from BBC
Radio Northampton, presented the final talk as a pot-pourri
from his series of broadcasts on Commonwealth Botanic
Gardens. Johnnie writes: “In October 2007 I launched my
series of botanic garden interviews of the Commonwealth
and British Overseas Territories for the BBC. Little did I
realise just what a hit they were to become, beginning quite
naturally with the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew, one of the
world’s largest and earliest botanic gardens. These amazingly
special green spaces spread with the speed that the Empire
grew, and on which the sun never set.
Particularly memorable was the interview with Nigel

Figure 4. Royal Botanical Garden of Peradeniya, Kandy, Sri Lanka.
Image courtesy of Johnnie Amos.

Botanic gardens, like the Queen-Empress Victoria’s clock
towers, appeared over the past 150 years or so and both
became part of the trappings of Empire: both appeared as
the map turned red around the globe but the gardens
differed from the clock towers in that their specimens were
as unique and local as the colours and perfumes they
produced.
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As green spaces, botanic gardens play a vital role in
connecting people and plants, inspiring us by giving us
stunning visual displays that can sometimes be rare in the
natural habitat. As centres for research, the botanic garden is
a living laboratory and is vital in the fight to conserve plant
species that are under threat of extinction in the wild. We
have only to look at England’s rarest plant, Cypripedium
calceolus (Lady’s slipper orchid) – a plant that covered huge
swathes of the country in the 18th C – but which, owing to
its great beauty and popularity, survives in only two small
groups to be found in locations under 24-hour surveillance.
Botanic gardens form a crucially important role for
conservation. Around 25% of the world’s 380,000 known
plant species are endangered (International Union for
Conservation of Nature Sampled Red List) and a large
proportion are grown in botanic gardens or are conserved in
seed banks. The knowledge of botanic garden staff help to
secure valuable plant resources for human well-being,
particularly in poorer countries, whose inhabitants depend
on wild plants for up to 80% of their medicines. However, the
combination of a pool of international plant knowledge,
shared across the network of Commonwealth botanical
gardens, and modern laboratory conditions, means that
hope may be on the horizon for many of the endangered
species close to extinction.
While these green spaces provide splendid formal
gardens, manicured lawns and impressive glasshouses to
amaze the visitor, behind the scenes, such conservation
research as described above is helping to preserve
biodiversity; several of the botanic gardens focus on growing
mainly indigenous species and an increasing number are
specialising on plants for health and nutrition – a return to
the role of the mediaeval physic garden.
I’ve been most fortunate to visit the 54 Commonwealth
countries and 14 Overseas Territories, but alas, it is not
possible to cover all of them in one session. Consequently I

Figure 5. Golden barrel cactus (Echinocactus grusonii ) in the Sun
Garden, Singapore Botanic Gardens.
.
Image courtesy of Johnnie Amos.
provide in this summary flavours from Singapore, Sri Lanka
and Australia, and a hope to return to future study days to
complete the 68 nations… So if you are planning a holiday,
do put the Commonwealth botanical gardens on your
itinerary; not only are they ravishingly beautiful, but they
say a lot about each country and its people.”
At the end of the day, Christopher Vane Percy moved a
vote of thanks to all four speakers for what was felt by
everyone to have been an informative and entertaining study
day. Thanks also go to the organisers and the caterers who
worked hard to ensure that the bodily appetite was as well
assuaged as that of the mind.
Phil Christie
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BEHIND THE SCENES: COLLECTIONS AT KEW

K

garden and the order beds where herbaceous plants are
arranged in their botanical families. The extensive
arboretum has an enormous range of broadleaves and
conifers including some of the largest oaks (Quercus spp.), the
oldest Ginkgo biloba in Britain (Fig. 3), and the first Wollemia
nobilis outside Australia (still caged, more to protect it than to
stop it escaping!). Kew’s satellite garden and arboretum at
Wakehurst Place in Sussex is leased from the National Trust

ew is perhaps the best known botanic garden in the
English-speaking world. It is variously known as Kew,
Kew Gardens, or more officially The Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew. Today there are around 600 staff and a similar
number of volunteers at Kew (including Wakehurst). The Kew
site occupies 300 acres (121 ha) in west London beside the
River Thames. In the 254 years of its existence, Kew has built
up a massive resource of collections of living and preserved
plants from around the world. When I arrived at Kew in 1977
there were said to be 38,000 species in cultivation here. With
iconic glasshouses such as the Temperate House (Fig. 1), Palm
House, Princess of Wales Conservatory (Fig. 2: opened by
Diana Princess of Wales, but named after Princess Augusta
who founded the gardens), Water Lily House and Alpine
House, we are able to grow a very wide range of plants under
glass from the humid and dry tropics to alpines. Virtually all
the major groups of plants can be seen including mosses,
ferns, cycads, palms, bromeliads, orchids, Araceae,
mangroves and tropical crop species such as cocoa and
rubber.

Figure 3. Leaves of the oldest Ginkgo biloba in Britain.
Photo courtesy of Dr Peter Gasson.

Figure 1. Aerial view of the Temperate House at the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew.
Photo courtesy of Dr Peter Gasson.

Figure 2. Princess of Wales House.
Photo courtesy of Dr Peter Gasson.
The soil at Kew is not so conducive to outside
horticulture, but nevertheless there are spectacular spring
displays in the woodland garden, bluebells in the Queen’s
Cottage Grounds, rhododendrons, roses, lilacs, a grass
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(465 acres, 188 ha). Whereas Kew is flat and relies on long
vistas for its landscaping, Wakehurst is much hillier and
concentrates more on outside plants, many of which do not
thrive at Kew. It is the site of the Millennium Seed Bank, one
of the most ambitious botanical projects in the world.
So far, I have introduced the gardens and what the
general visitor can see. My slide show covered most of the
glasshouses and follies (e.g. the pagoda) and some of the
plants and wildlife. Kew, like most botanic gardens, is a good
place to see birds and animals that are generally more
approachable than in the countryside (at Kew we have
badgers, foxes, grey squirrels, jays, and exotica such as roseringed parakeets, peacocks and golden pheasants). Many
people think of Kew as a public garden, admittedly one that
has an entrance fee, but it is also a scientific institution with
worldwide collaborations. Behind the scenes at Kew there are
many collections, and I will talk about most of them,
concentrating most on the collections I work with, having
dealt with the others first.
Kew is essentially a collections-based institution. The
emphasis and scope of the living plant collections has varied
over time to reflect the economic, horticultural and
scientific interests of the organisation and its staff. For
example, rubber plants passed through Kew from Brazil to
SE Asia where their rubber industry was established, and
various horticulturists and scientists have developed orchid,
cacti, aroid, Aloe, alpine and other specialist collections over
time. Kew curates and researches one of the largest and most
extensive herbaria, with around 6.5 million herbarium
specimens. The collection increases by many thousands per
year as a result of collecting expeditions by Kew staff and
their local counterparts, and exchanges with other herbaria.
Certain taxonomic groups and areas of the world are
particularly strongly represented in the Herbarium, such as

dealers, archaeologists, palaeontologists and the general
public, although most tree root issues have been dealt with
by commercial companies since 1980. We have more than
100,000 microscope slides of sections of woods, roots, leaves,
etc. of representatives of most angiosperm and gymnosperm
families, and a particularly good collection of wood sections,
many prepared from samples in the Economic Botany
collection (Fig. 5).

Leguminosae (c. 730 genera, 20,000 species), Orchidaceae (c.
780 genera, 22,500 species), Palmae (c. 190 genera, 2400
species), grasses (Gramineae or Poaceae, 715 genera, 10,550
species), the wet tropics of Africa and Asia, the dry tropics of
South America, and the highly endemic flora of Madagascar.
Some families, such as palms, do not lend themselves to
being pressed on to herbarium sheets, so larger storage
methods are used. This also applies to the impressive
collections of economic plants in the Banks Building (Fig. 4),
which is unfortunately not open to the public. At least
80,000 artefacts and wood specimens reside there. This
collection is curated by Herbarium staff and largely reflects
the history of the British Empire, with many accessions from
India, colonial Africa and Australia. Some of the wood
specimens are large tree trunks! The Herbarium and
Economic Botany collections are part of a larger herbarium,
library, arts and archives department (HLAA). Kew has an
enormous botanical library comprising 300,000 volumes,
and 200,000 artworks including original drawings and
paintings of plant species. The Fungarium, administratively
part of the Herbarium but situated in the Jodrell Laboratory,
has 1.25 million specimens, including some collected by
Charles Darwin.

Figure 5. Fraxinus excelsior wood transverse section.
Photo courtesy of Dr Peter Gasson.
In the Micromorphology section we also have a similar
collection of pollen grains, and use state of the art light
microscopes, a scanning electron microscope and
transmission electron microscope to undertake our research.
Elsewhere in the Jodrell Laboratory one collection of
particular importance is the DNA bank, where extracted
DNA is kept in a deep freeze. Kew has been one of the main
players in the reclassification of flowering plants using DNA
sequences (Angiosperm Phylogeny Group III), and choosing
the right genetic makeup of plants for reintroduction and
conservation projects relies on this knowledge. The origin of
some of Britain’s most valued orchids, such as Cypripedium
calceolus, Orchis militaris, simia and purpurea (Lady’s Slipper,
Military, Monkey, Lady Orchid) have all been studied at Kew,
and restoration projects for these and other species have
been undertaken in our Conservation Biotechnology Unit
(micropropagation). The seeds from thousands of wild
collected plants are kept in deep freeze at the Millennium
Seed Bank at Wakehurst, an ambitious project that warrants
a talk of its own rather than the brief mention given here.
I have glossed over some of the many aspects of Kew and
its collections. Kew’s reach is evident in the four speakers at
this meeting. Carolin Göhler and Alex Summers were both
horticulture students at Kew, and Johnnie Amos’ talk also
started with Kew. The Kew website (www.kew.org), the twice
yearly Kew Scientist (www.kew.org/kewscientist/), the
souvenir guides to Kew and Wakehurst, Kew Magazine, Kew’s
annual reports, Ray Desmond’s “The History of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew” (2009), and Tom Cope’s “The Wild
Flora of Kew Gardens: a cumulative checklist from 1759”
(2009) are all good places to look if this article has whetted
your appetite for more about Kew. If nothing else, plan your
next visit, and bear in mind that there is much more to Kew
than meets the eye: a single visit couldn’t possibly cover
everything!

Figure 4. Peter Gasson in wood collection in Banks Building.
Photo courtesy of Dr Peter Gasson.
This talk is very much a personal view, stemming from
more than 30 years working at Kew as a plant anatomist in
the Jodrell Laboratory. I have rushed through the living and
dead collections, library and archives, and have now arrived
at the Jodrell Laboratory, where the scientific endeavours are
broadly on micromorphology (anatomy and palynology
(pollen)), biochemistry and its uses, conservation genetics,
molecular systematics, restoration ecology and mycology
(fungi). I arrived as a sandwich course student for a year in
1977-78 while studying for a degree in Agricultural Botany at
Reading University, and returned to Kew after graduation in
July 1979. My task for the year was to section,
microscopically examine and identify tree roots that were
implicated in damaging building foundations, especially in
the London area where there was shrinkable London Clay.
The very dry summers of 1975 and 1976 led to a great
demand from Kew for these analyses, which helped identify
the trees causing damage to building foundations, and hence
who was financially responsible to repair the damage. Kew’s
ability to undertake such identifications began in 1932 and
continues today. We identify material for many inquirers
such as the UK Border Agency, police, vets, medics, antique

Dr Peter Gasson
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
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PROGRAMME OF VISITS & EVENTS 2013–14
Our theme for 2014 is the centenary, impact and legacy of the Great War
2013
DEC

6 Fri

2014
MARCH 22 Sat

APRIL

2 Weds

9:30 for Christmas Lecture at St Edmund’s College Cambridge CB3 0BN. Speaker Dr Twigs Way – History
10:00am of Wrest Park. Entry £10 for all, inc. seasonal refreshments.

10:15 for Study Day at Hemingford Abbots Village Hall PE28 9AH. Speakers include: Amy Davidson,
10:30am Conservation Officer, War Memorials Trust; Shelagh Ashe – Gertrude Jekyll: her life, work and
relevance for our gardens today; Jane Balfour – The gardens of Harold Peto; Martin Towsey –
Restoration of Woburn Abbey Gardens.
4:00pm Members £22.50. guests £27.50 to include coffee and light lunch.
1:00pm Visit to Cow Hollow Wood, Waterbeach, Cambs. This Woodland Trust wood was established in 2000.
2:00pm Alan Shipp Nurseries, Waterbeach. National collection of hyacinths. Tour and tea
included. Members £3, guests £4, to cover both venues.

30 Weds 11:00am Visit to Madingley Cemetery. Tour of landscape and new visitor centre plus ‘behind the scenes’.
1:00pm Madingley Hall for sandwich lunch. Tour of garden and landscape with Head Gardener.
Members £15, guests £17.
MAY

13 Tues

2:00pm Visit to Guarnock House, Guarnock Gate, Sutton St Edmund PE12 OLW, near Wisbech.
Arne Maynard design garden, herbaceous, knot, roses, kitchen garden. Tour and tea.
Members £6, guests £8.

JUNE

18 Weds 11:00am Visit to Wrest Park, Beds. To follow up the 2013 Christmas Lecture. Cost with group tour:
members £12.50, guests £15.00. Concessions & refreshments available.

JULY

13 Sun

1:00pm Visit to Market Square, Huntingdon, Thinking Soldier war memorial by Lady Scott.
2:00pm Hinchingbrooke House and gardens. House tour, Japanese garden presentation and tea.
Members £6, guests £7, concessions £4.

24 Thurs 11:00am Visit to Clare College gardens and The Backs with David Brown. Members £4, guests £6.
AUGUST 12 Tues 10:30am Visit to Audley End Walled Garden and Kitchen Gardens. Entry, inc. house tour, from 12.00.
Members £13.50, guests £15.00, conc’s £12.00. Refreshments extra.
2:30pm Miriam Pender Garden, Newport, Essex CB11 3TT.
SEPT.

18 Thurs 11:00am Visit to Dullingham House. Tour of Repton garden: herbaceous, walled garden, claire-voie,
bowling green, heucheras. Members £5.00, guests £6.00, inc. coffee.
3:00pm Histon Road Cemetery, Cambridge.

OCT.

16 Thurs 11:00am Visit to Burghley House garden & landscape tours with Head Gardener & Forester.
Members £15.00, guests £17.00, lunch extra. (NB min. 20 pers., max. 30 pers.)
25 Sat

DEC.

5 Fri

2:00pm AGM at Fen Drayton village hall. Display of WWI photographs and memorabilia from members.
Send in advance or bring on day. Speaker to be confirmed. Lunch available from 12:30pm.
No charge for members.
9:30 for Christmas Lecture at Lucy Cavendish College, Cambridge CB3 0BJ. Speaker to be confirmed.
10:00am To include seasonal refreshments.

Tickets for 2014 events are available from:
Alan Brown, Foxhollow, 239 High Street, Offord Cluny, St. Neots PE19 5RT.
Tel.: 01480 811947. E-mail: fox.239@btinternet.com
To avoid disappointment (some venues limit numbers), please book at least 2 weeks before the visit.
Should you need to cancel a booking, please advise Alan as early as possible.

Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust
Foxhollow, 239 High Street, Offord Cluny, St Neots, Cambs. PE19 5RT. Tel: 01480 811947
www.cambsgardens.org.uk
Registered Charity no. 1064795
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